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Theory of the novel lukacs

Hungarian philosopher and critic This article is about the philosopher. For politicians, see Gyorgy Lokaykács (politicians). The local form of this personal name is Lkács Gyorgy. This article uses the Western Name Order when mentioning individuals. György LukácsLukács 1952BornGyörgy ںیم  Löwinger13 لیرپا
1885Budapest ، ایرٹسآ -HungaryDied4 فآ یٹسروینوی  نیریگن�  لایورنشاکوداکالبوپیر  �ک  ںوگول  �ک  یرگن�  ٹسپاڈب ،  رمع 86 ) ( ) 04-06-1971  ) نوج 1971  Kolozsvár ( انالاج ( �  ) تایح کیرش  [ 1 ( ] 1909 یڈ ،  چیا  یپ   ) ٹسپاڈب یٹسروینوی  یرگن�  لئار  یرگڈ ) یئوک  1907 ء ;  – 1906  ) یٹسروینوی یک  نلرب  1906 ء ) یس ،  یا  وا  .رر  رٹکاڈ   GrabenkoGertrúd



Jánosi (née Bortstieber) ک� رنیب  ڈیر   AwardsOrder (1969) [2] Era20th یدص  philosophyRegionWestern philosophySchoolNeo-Kantianism [3] (1906 – 1918 4  ] دعب �ک  دعب ) �ک  1918 ء   ) مزسکرام� / مزسکرام یبرغم  کیا ThesisA drámaírás főbb ir nyai [ء )  múlt század utolsó negyedében ( �مارڈ ںیم  ی�ام  �س  یرخآ  �ک  یدص  �تشزگ 
ٹیرٹکاڈ ( 1909 ( ) تایاد� م�ا  یک  �نھکل   advisorZsolt Beöthy (1909 یمیلعت رگید  ریشم ) �لاقم  یڈ  چیا  یپ   advisorsGeorg نیمیممس  interestsPolitical فسلف�  The style of social theory, literary principles, aesthetics, Marxist humanismNotable snowco, class consciousness, secondary homeability, tragedy as an ethical category [5]

effect Amanoel Kant, GWF. Hegel, Carl Marcus, Frederick Engels, Max. Weber, George Sammel, Wilhelm Mew, Emile Lask, George Swaral, Vladimir Linen, Rosa Luxembourg, Søren Karkegard at Frankfurt School, Process School, Bdiapist School, Walter Benjamin, Andrew Arato, Lokin Goldmann, Jean Paul Sartre,
Impolatos, Carl Polla, Man Debord, Karniless Kastoradas, Tom Rockacomori, Moishe Postone, Sandra Harding, Richard D. Waulff, Costanzo Preve, Leszak Kołakowsky, Karel Kosík, Friedrich Jumeson György Lucács, [a] George Bernard Barron Lucács von Szegedin [b] (born György Saius t Löwinger; [c] April 13, 1885-
4 June 1971), a Hungarian Marxist philosopher, Easthetakyan, [6] literary historian, and critic. She was one of the founders of Western Marxism, which had left the Soviet Union's Marxist ideological sadeq. He developed the principle of re-preparation, and he has participated in the Marqist theory with the development of
Karl Marcus's theory of class consciousness. He was also a thinker . He developed and organized the naitra , a realistic revolutionary practice in the formal philosophy of the Mohra Party revolution . A literary critic was as realistic as The Luqács and a literary style because of his ideological progress of the novel. In 1919,
he was appointed hungarian minister of the short-living Hungarian Soviet Republic (March-August 1919) government. [7] The lukács are described as uncomparable Marcusist intellectuals of the Stalinist era, although this assessment The heritage could be difficult for Lkács to support Sthanmani as the incarnation of
both the Marxist idea, and yet to even champion the return to Stalinist Marcusism before. [8] Life and Politics Was Born in Löwinger György in Löwinger Lörgy in Budapest, Austria-Hungary, Investment Banker Józseff Löwinger (Later Sly Gedi Lokayács Józseff; 1855-1928) and his wife, Edli Werthimer (Werthimer Adél;
1860 – 1917), who were a rich Jewish family. He was a brother and sister. His father was enamored by the empire and got a baroonang title and decided to make The Lukács a foreign heritage. [9] As an Austrian Hungarian theme, the full names of the Lokács were by german baron Jorge Bernto Lupács vin Szigadan
and Hungary's szegedi Lokács György. As a writer, he published under the names George Lkács and György Lupács. Lkács participated in intellectual circles in The Bhadapist, Berlin, Florence and Hydraulics. [4] He received his doctorat in Economic and Political Science (Dr. R. OEC) in 1906 from the Royal Hungarian
University of Kolozsvár. [10] In 1909, he completed his doctorat at budapest university under the direction of Zsolt. [11] The pre-Marxist period at the University in Budapest, Lokaykács was part of the socialist intellectual circles through which he introduced Arun Szabó, an Anarchu-Kisbi socialism in the works of George
Swaral (1847-1922), the revolutionary kisbi socialism of the French pro. During this period, The Lukács's intellectual approach was modern and anti-posatawast. From 1904 to 1908, he was part of a theatre spring that created modern, psychological lynomist dramas by Hinrick Absen, August Strgetko, and Hart of Haahan.
[13] Lukács had more time in Germany, and was educated at the University of Berlin from 1906 to 1907, when he made the recognition of the philosopher George Sammel. [13] Later in 1913 when in Hydraulic, he became more and more than Auber friendship, Emel Lask, Ernest Baloch, and Stephen George. [13] At that
time, the Lukács were then indebted to the mental lying of neo-contience (then the dominant philosophy in German universities) [13] and Plato, George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Søren Karkegarad, Wilhelm, and Fuder Dostoyevsky. In this period, he published The Spirit and Form (Dead Sily und Mar 1974, Berlin, 1911 ;)
and the theory of the novel (1916/1920 1971;) ... After the start of world war I, The Lukács were exempted from military service. [4] In 1914, he married Russian political activist, Mr. [4] In 1915, The Lukács returned to Budapest, where he was the leader of the Sunday Circle, an intellectual salon. His concerns were
cultural themes made up of existential work, which in his past years in Hydraulics have been thimatocal, associated with Lkács's interests. to one Cultural events sponsored by the Sunday circle, whose participants include literary and musical avant-related data, such as Karl Menhaim, the composer Bela Bartók, The Bela
Balázs, Arnold Houser, Zoltan Kod and Carl Poly; some of them also attended weekly salons. In 1918, the last year of world war I (1914 – 1918), the sunday spheres were distributed. He dissolved the salon because of his multi-chicago politics. Many well-known members are accompanied by The Lukács in the
Communist Party of Hungary. [4] In the light of the First World War in the Communist leader Lukács and the Russian Revolution of 1917, The Lukács also thought of their views. He became a busy Marxist in that period and joined the hungarian neo-communist party in 1918. As part of the short-living Hungarian Soviet
Republic government, The Lkács had made people comamasarsfor education and culture (he was deputy to the commissar of The Education Zsagumond Kevin Fi). [16] It is said by Józseff Nádass that The Lukács were given old culture and new culture in a pack hall when the Republic was announced which was
interrupted by revolution. [17] During the Hungarian Soviet Republic, The Lokács was the theory of the Hungarian version of red terrorism. [18] In an article in The Népszava, April 15, 1919, he wrote that the ownership of the power of the state is also a moment for the destruction of the cruelty classes. One moment, we
have to use. [19] the lukács later became the comasar of the Fifth Division of the Hungarian Red Army, in which he later ordered the implementation of eight of his own soldiers in an interview in May 1919. 20 21 (22) After defeating the Soviet Republic of Hungary, The Lukács were ordered by The Kin to be behind Ottó
Koruan, while the remaining leadership was emptied. The mission of Lkács and Koroman was the Communist movement of reorganisation, The Kandistanali, but it proved impossible. The Lukács went into hiding with the help of photographer Oluga Máté. After The Arrest Of Korunain In 1919, The Lkács Fled Hungary
From Vienna. They were arrested but were rescued from being given delivery due to a group of authors including Thomas and Heinrich Mann. (23] Then Thomas Man did it on the basis of character naaput on The Lukács in his novel. He married his second wife, In 1919 in Vienna in The Certrud Bortsteber, was a fellow
member of the Hungarian Communist Party. 17 [4] During his time in Vienna in the 1920s, Lokács befriended other left communists who were working there or were in exile there, including Viktor, Adolf Joffa and Antonio Gramska. Around that time, Lkács began to develop The Linnist ideas in the field of philosophy. His
important work articles in that period were gathered in the consciousness of these maingnom rachna history and class (The Geaschachiund Klessonbewooßtsein, Berlin, 1923). Although these articles What Vladimir Linen's symptoms said as ultra-lefsem, he provided the lens with an unusual philosophical base. In July
1924, Gragori Zanovyo attacked the book with the work of Carl Korsch at the Fifth Comatorin Congress. [25] In 1924, after The Death of Linen a while later, Lükács published in The Linen of Vienna Short Study: A Study in the Union of His Thoughts (Linen: Stodi über den Zusammengas Senar Gedancan). In 1925, he
published a significant review of the manual of The Nocoly Fever of Historical Materialism. As a part of Hungary's exile, he was active on the left wing of the Hungarian Communist Party, and opposed The Moscow-backed program of The Bela Kin. Its bloom theses were made by 1928 by a strategy of this popular front in
Hungary which was said by the famous fronts born in the 1930s. He advocated a democratic dictatorship of Proltarian and Daaqan as an interim phase led by the dictatorship of Proltarian. After The Lukács' strategy was condemned by The Comantren, he backed away from active politics in ideological work. Lkács left
Vienna for Berlin first in 1929, then for The B.D.A. [4] And in 1930, under Stalin and Rlukács, living in Budapest, Moscow was sought. [4] Play it with the signature of a Ones police order for your exit. Leaving their children to attend their study, Lukács and his wife stretch to Moscow in March 1930. Soon after his arrival,
Lukács stopped and I was assigned to work with David Rajanavo (in The Dungeon) at Marcus – Engels Institute. [27] Lukács returned to Berlin in 1931 [6] and in 1933 he left Berlin to attend the Philosophy Institute of russian Academy of Moscow once again. During that time, The Lukács first came into contact with the
unpublished work of young Marcus. [4] The lukács and his wife have not been allowed to leave the Soviet Union since World War II. During stalin's great clean-up, The Lukács were sent for a time for internal deportation to Tashkent, where he and his later friends had become. The Lukács survived the empty of great
terrorism, which claimed an estimated 80 percent of hungarian émigres in the Soviet Union [needed precedent]. To this extent there is a lot of debate among historians from which the Lukács were accepted. [4] In 1945, The Lukács and his wife returned to Hungary. As a member of the Communist Party of Hungary, he
participated in establishing the new Hungarian government. From 1945 Lukács was a member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Between 1945 and 1946, he emphasized non-Communist philosophers and writers. The Lukács have been accused of playing the role of administrative (legal bureaucracy) in the
dismissal of independent and non-communist intellectuals such as Bela Hamoas, István Bibó, Lajaus Prohászka, and From hungarian education life to me. Between 1946 and 1953, many non-Communist intellectuals, including Bibó, were imprisoned or forced into work or manual labor. The personal aesthetic and
political position on The Lukács culture was always that socialist culture would eventually win by quality. He thought that this competition should play out in terms of cultures, not administrative measures. In 1948, 49 Lukács's position for cultural tolerance was destroyed in a Lukács clean when Mátyás changed his famous
salami strategy on the Communist Party of Hungary In the mid-1950s, The Lukács were re-added to party life. The party used it in 1955 to help the Hungarian writers clean up the Union- 1956 Tamaczél and Tabewar Meray (former secretary of the Hungarian Council of Writings) both believe that The Lokayocs took part
in Gurudagangal, and refer to the lokayocs and its first break to leave the meeting as evidence of this disinterest. In 1956, De Stalanassan became the minister of a short Communist revolutionary government by Lkács who opposed the Soviet Union. During this period, the daughter of Lukács's led a small group of
communist revolutionary youth. The 1956 revolution at The Lukács' position was that the Communist Party of Hungary would need to go into the socialist coalition government and rebuilt its reputation with the Hungarian people. Although the Lukács in the revolutionary regime of a foreign minister also participated in the
effort to reform the Communist Party of Hungary on a new basis. The party, the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, was quickly selected after János Kádár after 4 November 1956. During the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, The Lukács were present in the discussion singly of the opposition party and the revolutionary
communist Petőfi during the rest of the party's appretis. During this revolution, The Lukács had asked for a new Soviet Union-linked Communist Party. In The Lukács's Scene, the new party can win social leadership by motivation rather than power. Lukács envisioned a coalition between the angry Communist Hungarian
Revolutionary Youth Party, the revolutionary Hungarian Social Democratic Party and their own Soviet Union-linked party as a very junior partner. After the defeat of the revolution, The Lukács were deported to the Republic of Romania with the remaining government. [29] On the contrary, they avoided implementation, the
disfavor. Due to his role in the unofficial government, he was now trusted by party appritis. The Lukács's followers were blamed for political crimes in the 1960s and '70s, and a number fled the West. Lukács's books were used for the young Hegel (Dare junge Hegel, Zurich, 1948) and the destruction of reason (Zerstörung
dare Vernonft, Berlin, 1954) that lukács was important as one of The Overtl of Sthanmani. The fall of hemamarcusism. He returned to The Buddhist in 1957. [6] the lokács publicly abandoned their positions of 1956 and engage in self-criticism. By giving up their first positions, the Communist Party remained loyal to the
Lukács until 1971. In his previous years, after the uprising sedition in France and Czechoslovakia, in 1968, the Lukács became more publicly important to the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of Hungary. In an interview just before his death, Lukács made the remarks: Without a real general rule of society and its
movement, one does not get away. Stalin was a great tatake-can... But Stalin, unfortunately, was not a Marxist... The essence of The Sthanmani is to be in keeping a strategy before the strategy, practicing the principle above... The bureau is a great evil abyss abyss . Society is sofafucated by it. Everything gets
unrealistic, extraordinary. People see no design, no strategic purpose, and no move... Thus Lokács concluded [w] e must learn to connect with the great decision of popular political power with personal needs, those of individuals.-Marcus, Jodth; Zoltan, Tarr (1989). pp. 215-216 A series of works by Onmarkism
ideologically and a contribution to German 1844 theory waged by Falosofakimanoskarepat, labour and a partnership for the 18th Bromeri Fiwarabakh in the capital's Communist manifesto Kabital criticism by The Political Economy Kabital By Kabital Criticism Of The Economic Philosophy Of Economic Repression
Historical Materiality Marcus The Methodology Philosophy Of The Dialectia Marcus The President of Nature Economics (Plus) Crisis Theory The Production of Factors of The Exploitation of Goods Means Production Asian The mode of production of capitalist socialist law means labour is production price useful forces
scientific socialism surplus product surplus value-form wage labour socialscience bagangi base and super structure by the bursewazi class class by class Cultural domination of The Communist Society Dictatorship of Pervaltaraya Exploitation Free Association General Understanding Human Nature Ideas
Emamsarussian Lommanpuratatriat Metabulalic Crack The Production of Private Property Relations Of The State Working With The Redeveloped State Ideology Principles Of The Nraj and The Marcusism Philosophy The Global Revolution Of The Adam Proletari Revolution Of Soviet Union The Revolt Of Proletari Young
Marcus Aesthetics Archaeological Penalty Cultural Analysis Feminist Film Theory Geography Hastoravagrapahi Literary Criticism Marks Analytical Austrian Bedapist School Classical Democratic Socialism In The Variables of Ism and Religion Eurocommonism Frankfurt School Fridian Brahminsai Council Socialism de
Ampossabalsam Marcusism-Lens Mousem Tretskisem No-Gramscansim New New Neoe Marcus-Lektüre Open Conservative Political Post-Rewasaonast Process School Social Democracy Structured By Western People karl Marcus Engels Bebel Bernstein De Leone Kautsky Eleanor Marcus Debs Hardie Pallikhanov
Zetkin Gorkin Gorky Konnolal Linn Luxembourg Nekobukharan Stalin Boro Chow Lukács Korsch Ho Gramsci Benjamin Mao Horkheimar Zhezizuri Reich Argon Breicht Marcause Fromm Lefebvre Adorno Sartre Bowar All Althasser Castro, The National of The Parents, Goera and The Reference to Debord from Žižek
Lourdo Mianas The relevant topics are internationally left by the unaffiliated left-wing politics by The Marxism Socialism--------------------Non-socialism History and Class Consciousness written between 1919 and 1922 and published in 1923, The Lokaycs's collection of the history and class consciousness of articles
participated in the debate on Marksism and its associated technology. Politics and Philosophy [31] With this work, The Lukács began by saying that the West was known as Marksism. [32] [33] The most important article in The Lukács's Book has introduced the concept of re-thinking. In capitalist society, human
properties, relationships and actions are converted into characteristics, independent of the man who is independent of the man and monitor their lives. These human-created things are then actually conceived to be free from human beings. In addition, man is converted into things that do not behave in a human manner,
but according to the laws of the world . [34] This article is noteworthy for the construction aspects of Marcus's theory of alienation before the publication of the 1844 economic and philosophical versions- which most clearly made the principle. [35] the lukács also develops the Marxist principle of class consciousness-the
difference between the purpose of a class and the awareness of this situation of its class. [36] Lokaykuács prooffers a class approach as a historical righteousness fold the meme. [36] An emergency can only work successfully with the current class when it is aware of its historical situation, i.e. when it changes from its
own self to class for itself. [37] The look of class consciousness is influential within the technology of knowledge. In his later career, Lokaykács repodaated the ideas of history and class consciousness, especially in The Post of History in The Post of History (1960 posts of French translation). As late as 1925 – 1926, he
still defends these ideas, An incomplete pandalpe, which he called talsam and dialecti. It was not published until 1996 under the title Hungarian and English in 2000 to defend the consciousness of history and class. What is Orthodox Marexism? This section needs additional examples for verification. Help improve this
article by adding examples of reliable sources. Unrelated content can be challenged and removed. (December 2012) (How to remove and learn this template message) Lokács argued that the procedure is the only thing that makes the distinguished Marcusism: Even if all its important presentations were rejected, it would
remain true because of its specific method: [38] Orthodox Marcusism, therefore, does not mean an insignificant acceptance of the results of the Marcus investigation. It is not faith or in this thesis, nor the commentary of a holy book. On the contrary, Sadaq refers to the procedure in particular. It is scientific punishment
that the dialectological materialism is the path of truth and its methods can be developed, expanded and just deep-laid with lines laid by its founders. -§ 1 He called for a return to this Marqist method by the earlier Marqist Rewasonism, which is essentially dialectal materialism. Lukács is the basic ally of the Buddhist
Rewasavansim Marxist principle, as the metaphysical materialism, according to it, the struggle of class products: because of this orthodox work of marcusism, its victory over rewasonism and atheopoanism can never mean defeat, once and for all, lies. It is a never renewed struggle against the cottage effect of the
borshwa theories on the idea of the plateria. The Marxist is not a protector of the sadeq traditions, it is the bhadily alert prophet who describes the connection between the totality of the immediate present and historical process. (§ End 5) Accordingly, the basis of the dialectal materialism, we remember: ' It determines
their existence that men do not have consciousness, but on the contrary, their social existence that determines their consciousness. Only when the basis of existence appears as a social process can exist can be seen as products, like neutral products, human activity. (§ 5). In line with Marcus's idea, he is the first to have
the individual-based philosophy of the subject, which itself is found on a voluntary and smart topic. Against this theory, he claimed the great ness of social relations. Existence – and thus the world – is the product of human activities; But it can only be seen if the practice of social process is accepted on individual
consciousness. The Lukács do not control human freedom for social oppression: on the contrary, this production of existence is likely to process. He said the problem between the relationship between the ideology is Buddhist and Words of Lukács Wavin: It is not enough that the idea should try to realize itself; Reality
should also try towards thinking. How is thinking about intellectuals related to the struggle of class, if the principle is not just a break behind history, because it is in the history of Hegel's philosophy (Manrava always comes in the evening of the night...) ? Lühring, formerly opposed to Frederick Engels, said he does not
even mention the most important conversation, namely the dialectical relationship between subject matter and objection in historical processes, let alone give him deserved importance. This dialectical relationship between subject matter and objection is the basis of Lkács' criticism of amanoel kant's academics, according
to which the subject is external, global and considered subject, separate from objection. For Lokayqács, the theory is a proto-vagation of the class consciousness of the borerwazi, whose functions prevent the proletia from gaining consciousness of its revolutionary position. Theory determines the form of impartiality, thus
the very structure of knowledge. According to Lkács, real science must achieve concrete integrity by which it is only possible to think of the current form of impartiality as a historical period. Thus, the so-called indimical laws are rejected by the ideological barm presented by the current form of economics impartiality (what
is Ortadaqal-Marcusism?, § 3). He also writes: This is only when it has manifested itself as being primarily social, it may appear to itself as a product, so far neutral, human activity, and this activity, as a decisive element of change in turn. (What is Ortadakali Marcusism?, § 5) Finally, Ortadakali Marksism is not described
as an interpretation of the capital because it was a hug of the Bible or the Marxist thesis, but as loyalty to the Marxist way, daalektax. Reification and greater by drawing from the vision of The Bigname Archana Capital of Weber and George Sammel [39] and Marcus, as well as the visualization of the appearance of The
Hegel, [40] Lukács argue that items are the main structure problem of the flatassem capitalist society. [39] The essence of the structure of the objectisis is that the relationship between people is on the role of something. The production of subordinates in society is fully enhanced by the exchange value and the increase in
the crystallised relationship between the human beings who are in objection values. [41] The basic nature of objects is hidden: it is autonomy and appears to gain a price-neutrality. [39] There are two parties to the goods of the factassamy: a world of goods and relationships between things and their movement on the
market is in the world that Sobjitawaali-where the market economy is fully developed- a man's activity gets self-involved, it Subject to the inhuman impartiality of the natural laws of society, in which, like any consumer subject, one must go his way freely. A man is no longer a specific individual but part of a larger system of
production and exchange. He is just a unit of labor power, bought an article and to be sold according to market rules. [41] Based on the ratoonalasation, the production mechanism is calculated and can be included in all areas, including human consciousness. [39] Legal systems ignore tradition and reduce people to legal
units. Labor distribution becomes increasingly exclusive and limited to individual production activity for a narrow and narrow range of partakolarasada, expertise. [41] As The Borzwazhi plays a dominant role in this system, it is contrary to its own interests to understand the temporary historical role of the system. [41] The
saffron consciousness is mystified. The philosophy of the borseis only understands the abstract section reality or the Nurmatawi ethics; it lacks the sanctomy ability to capture a complete reality. The borough has no interest in the phenomena beyond what the reasoning is callicallabli and the possibilities. [41] Only The
Platterya, which has no interest in taking care of capitalism, can be related to reality in a practical revolutionary manner. When the pervletariat is aware of its status as merely an item in the saffron society, it will be able to understand the social mechanism as a whole. The self-knowledge of the pavataria is more than just
a concept of the world. It is a historic movement of freedom, re-release of humanity's freedom. [42] The lukács saw the destruction of society as a suitable solution to its cultural contradiction. In 1969 he cited: Although my views were confused from an ideological point of view, I saw the revolutionary destruction of society
as another solution to the cultural contradictions of this cause. A global over-toning of such values cannot take place without the fading of old values. [43] In addition to his establishment as a Marxist political thinker, I was an influential literary critic of the 20th century, literary and aesthetic work. His important work in
literary criticism started early in his career, with the principle of novels, a basic work and style principle in literary theory. The book has a history of the novel as a form, and an investigation into its specific features. In the principle of the novel, he defines the term as coin-sanity homemade, as he explains in which he
desires all souls for the place in which he once belonged, and ' nostalia... For exemplary perfection, a nostellia that feels itself and its desire is just the truth. [44] [45] The novel that maintains the lokács is the essential epic form of our time. [46] lukács later The novel's principle, a long introduction it incorrectly stated,
contains a romantic anti-capitalism that will later develop into Marcusism. (This introduction also contains the dismissal of Adaorno in Western Marcusism and his famous for others as he is getting accommodation in the Grand Hotel Atah Pit.) The name of The Literary Criticism later on is the famous subject, Kafka or
Thomas Main? As a high effort to deal with the state of modernity, in which The Lkács argued for the work of Thomas Mann, and the earlier brand of the functionality of Franz Kafka. Lkács oppose the formal worship of the unstability modern writers such as Kafka, James Jies, and Semoiyl Bect, prefer the traditional
aesthetic of reality. During his time in Moscow in the 1930s, Luqács worked on the Marxist ideas of aesthetics while belonging to the group around an influential Moscow magazine literary critic (Lataraini Katraak). The editor of this magazine, Miquel Laffschatz, was an important Soviet writer on aesthetics. 47 The views of
The Lafschatz were like The Lukács's Hata, and both argued for the value of traditional art. Despite the tremendous difference in age (The Lafschatz was very little) both Lafschatz and Lukács indicated that their work was the same cooperation at that time. The Lukács often participated in the magazine that followed the
Marxist Art Tihweratacans from around the world through various translations published by the Soviet government. The cooperation between Lofschatz and Luqács resulted in the formation of an informal circle of brain-maed Marxist intellectuals linked to the journal Latarania Kratak [literary critic], published by the Union
Organization Committee writing monthly in the summer of 1933. ... The thinkers around Lofschatz, Lkács and Andrey Platinavo were established. They were concerned with The Saints of Marcus's taste ideas and yet had not been properly developed to create a variety of Marxist aesthetics. [48] the lukács are famously
called for the revolutionary roles of sir Walter Scott and balzac de Balzac novels. Lokaycács felt that the daissonant, boy politics of both authors allowed them to have a valid and important position because of their opposition (i.e. regression) to the growing borer. This view was posted in his post-book historical novel
(published in 1937 in Russian, then in Hungary 1947), as well as his article In Fact (1938). Historical novel is probably the most influential work of literary history, The Lukács's. In this he marks the development of the historical function species. Before 1789, he followed the argument, the people's consciousness of history,
the relatively backward, the French Revolution and the unpolioenic wars, followed by a sense of feeling. Change, develop the role of human existence. This new historical consciousness was manifested in the work of Sir Walter Scott, whose novels are being used as 'representatives' or 'specific' characters to address
important social conflicts and historical changes, for example, the dissolution of feudal society in the Islands and the interinvestment of capitalism. Lukács argued that Scott's new brand of historical reality was taken over by Balzac and Tolstoy, and actively established the neo-valistas contemporary social life not as a
static drama, not as a static drama of universal types, but as a moment of history, constantly changing, open to the potential of revolutionary change. That's why he sees these writers as progressive and, despite their own personal conservative politics, potentially radical. For the Lkács, this historically realist tradition
started to give way after the 1848 Revolution, when The Borzwazi had a progressive power and their character history was to be dissociated by Prolatarias as agents. After that time, the historical realism begins to wither and lose its concern historically with social life. He already explains this point by comparing Flaubert's
historical novel Samanmbô. For this, The Work Mark of Flaubert is far from related social issues and has a height of style on matter. Why he does not talk about emotional education, a novel is more concerned with the more ungodly recent historical developments, not clear. For many Of His Life's Lupács he was sure his
balzac and scott reached its height with that developed a return to the realist tradition, and understood the history of its interpretation. The historical novel has been very effective in the critical study after historical fiction, and no serious analyst of style has failed to engage on some level with Lkács's arguments. In this
balance, the realism and the literary defense is the fact that this section does not refer to any sources. Help improve this section by adding a sample to a reliable source. Unrelated content can be challenged and removed. (February 2012) (How to remove this template message and learn how) in its balance is a 1938
reality [49] banded George Lokács (wrote that he lived in Soviet Russia and first published in a German literary journal) in which he defended the traditional reality of modern as writers, such as Presavansem, i.e. in fact, and duality. Practitioners of these movements, such as James J.O., emphasized the resentment of
modern life and the desanctimation through techniques that highlight sanity and individual consciousness, such as the river of consciousness. In his article, Lukács presents a complex, nuended view of these movements and is related to them True fact: On the one hand, The Lukács argue that such mobility is a historical
need, but they are emphasizing what these new artistic movements they think of as revolutionary power. The initial intention of 'realism in balance', described at the beginning, is debunking the claims of those defending The Pressasonism as a valuable literary movement. The Lukács address the dischance in the modern
critics community, which he counted as unable to decide whether the writers were the Presaunast and those who were not, argue that there is probably no such thing as a Pressavanist writer. Although its aim is to criticize that it is considered as the maximum assessment of modern writing schools at that time apparently
the article was published, Lupács uses the nitasas as an opportunity to further its composition of the desired alternative stake of these schools. He rejected the notion that modern art must show it as a movement of any order, starting from the duality, and to actually culminate through effectiveness and pressasonism. For
Lkács, the main issue at stake was not the controversy that resulted from the production of classical conditions by the modernisers, but the ability to art faced the reality of the purpose that exists in the world, its ability to reduce the challenges almost entirely. Lükács is sure that such a probity is necessary to take the form
of realism due to the desired alternative, and he enlists the realist writers Maxim Goraky, Thomas and Heinrich Mann, and Romama Roll to the champions because of it. To frame the debate, The Lukács introduced the arguments of critic Ernest Baloch, a defender of The Presssonism, and whose author was answered by
the lukács, especially. He said that the modunuchs like Baloch are very ready to ignore the non-independent tradition again, an ignorance that he believes is from a modern rejection of a key belief of the Marxist theory, a rejection in which he has listed the price of Propoondaing as Baloch. This belief is that the system of
capitalism is the goal of social relations and is the basis of the arguments of The Lukács in favour of reality. He explained that the pervasavanissis of capitalism, its unity in economic and ideological theory, and its deep impact on social relations is a closed integration or a key, which is free from human consciousness.
Lkács said to encourage the theory of this historical anaesthetic: The relationship of production in every society is fully formed. He further argued that the unblocked development of the world's markets is too far-fright to create a united church, and explains that the growing sovereignty of elements of capitalism (such as
currency sovereignty) is considered by society to be crisis, A fundamental alliance must be that together these seemingly independent elements of capitalist ism together, and their separation appears to be a crisis. Coming back to modern form, Such theories of TheLukács Stapulatis ignore the relationship of literature to
the purpose reality, in favour of the sapikaexperiment and the immandic ones who do little to make the basic capitalist of existence known. It is clear that the main purpose of art is to represent reality as Lukács-in which he is probably not at conflict with the modernistes-but he maintains that a writer attempts to represent
reality as it really is, i.e. if he is an authentic re-judged character of the question of totality. The truth demonstrates the importance of the true social context, and since the unmaskying of this goal is a key element in Lokács' Marxist theory, they right their othoreal approach. The Lukács then determines an opposition to an
dialectbetween the two elements he believes inherited for human experience. They maintain that this dialectical relationship is the apparent form of events between appearance and the purpose of a capitalism that is a matter of greatness as their essence. Lukács explains that thus Thomas Mann, making a contrast
between the stages of his characters (appearance) and a reality (essence) free from them. According to Lukács, Mann is successful because he produces the opposite. On the contrary, modern writers failed because they show reality as to discover the basic essence of themselves and their characters—sobactaly—and
fail to squeeze the level of these instant, sapikasal experiences, that is, the real factors that their experiences are related to their production in hidden social forces. According to Lkács, the disadvantages of relying on the immadic are manifer. Because prejudices by capitalist isms are so sour, they cannot be saved without
the exploitation of the sapicant experience and immanitology in the literary field. They can only be cooled by realist writers who have all the sapicanexperiments by Scertanasang and their measurements against social reality except and beyond the limits of immediacity; it's no easy task. Lukács relies on how the
relationship between this immantion and the negative effect is a subtle key to the part of the capitalist admonition. He said that the circulation of money, as well as other elements of capitalism, is totally abstratied away from its place in the vast capitalist system, and therefore appears as a sapika usmadaiki, which is
aimed at positioning it as a key element of the totality. Although the namoanh can lead to the veil of purpose reality, it is essential for art, and The Lukács These realist writers can successfully employ it to penetrate the governing laws of purpose reality, and to bare deep, hidden, factions, not immediately observe the
relationship going to make society. After a great deal of intellectual effort, The Lkács claim a successful realist could explore these objective relationships and shape artistically in the form of a character-oriented experience. Then, by employing the technology of the namoanh, the author can also offer the experience of
the reality role of the purpose, which features the same kind of sapikas, instant experience which influences the church on non-legendary ones. Best of all, he claimed, important statement, but not the objective forces to actually clarify the task immediately. They do so with such depth and truth that their imagination
products could potentially be confirmed by historical events later. The real masterpiece of reality can be appreciated to describe a vast and complete purpose reality like the one in which the non-legendary world exists. After pushing its own formation of a required literary school, a realism reality has been shown that,
Lkács changes the supporters of the tavalism once again. Referring to Nitshe, who argues that every form of literary stagnation is marked by... This life no longer lives in the church, The Lukács try to refit the modern frida, claiming that they reflect not on the purpose reality, but instead move beyond the articles to create a
model made home to the contemporary world. Namoana (and Immadai),presents the privileges of the Sassanis capitalist divorced from their context of dominance, in a manner that takes every essence in isolation that is the basis for all of them. Lkács believes that the social mission of literature is to clarify the experience
of the people, and as a result, they show that their experiences are influenced by the key to the purpose of capitalism, and their chief criticism is that they have failed to survive to this end, instead more immediately towards the more immediate, more sapiqs. From the fact that there is more abstracted reality, which is the
reality of the purpose of capitalism, because it creates seemingly sapicant experiences that demonstrate the social reality that Lkács need on their part, only the dephansabli or the most valued literary school in the early twentieth century. Social knowledge being in life, Lkács, which is partly published in English in three
volumes, is an important exhibition on the existence of knowledge. This work is a systematic treatment of the dialectial philosophy in its anaesthetised form. -Booklet-Man Article: Gyorgy Lkács-Bookography And class consciousness (1972). ISBN 0-262-62020-0. The principles of the novel (1974). ISBN 0-262-62027-8.
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